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been from the Nationalist point of view a tUilure, lie and no one
else would be the natural leader of the party. His was a sectional,,
personal manoeuvre which had nothing to do with the national
cause, though one can believe that he felt sincerely enough that
his arrival to power would be better for Germany than the
conquest of equality in Europe, But he interpreted Germany in
a purely class sense* In the Nationalist party, as it had been
in 19195 the old aristocracy had been more intransigent than the
representatives of big business. By 1927 the former, in many
respects a truly political class who are not to be judged wholly
by their stupider elements, had come to see that: in the hated
Republic it might be possible for them to play the leading part,,
and after the election of Hindcnbwg, and the refutation of the
old notion that the Republic was synonymous with national
humiliation,, they began gradually to perform one of their wonted
feats of interpretation and identify the Republic with themselves
as its ruling caste. Of their agrarian members, if some of the large
landowners were among the least reconcilable, the majority of
the smaller and of the model owners and the small iarmers were
in favour now of recognition of and co-operation with the repub-
lican regime. As what was to all intents and purposes a state-aided
industry., agriculture naturally could not be identified as the basis
of political hostility to the state as it was? and continue to expect
its aid in the form of tariffs and subsidies. On the other hand,, the
big industrialists had begun to regard with supreme horror the
consolidation of a regime which to them seemed to be steadily
moving towards state-socialism. Many of them had no political
views of any sort; they had on the whole welcomed the Republic,
and curious as it may seem most of them had begun as Democrats,
Populists, or Centrists—Rathenau and Stinnes arc two striking
examples. But with the reconstruction of industry, during and
after the period of inflation and crisis, there was obviously a clear
gulf between the interests of the small man on whose votes the
centre parties depended and big business which gravitated steadily
to the Right, ending up by forming a section within it which
the ambition of Hugenberg made important. It was no more
united a section than any federation of industrialists can be,

